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Electron-phonon (e-ph) interactions are key to understanding the dynamics of electrons in ma-
terials, and can be modeled accurately from first-principles. However, when electrons and holes
form Coulomb-bound states (excitons), quantifying their interactions and scattering processes with
phonons remains an open challenge. Here we show a rigorous approach for computing exciton-
phonon (ex-ph) interactions and the associated exciton dynamical processes from first principles.
Starting from the ab initio Bethe-Salpeter equation, we derive expressions for the ex-ph matrix
elements and relaxation times. We apply our method to bulk hexagonal boron nitride, for which we
map the ex-ph relaxation times as a function of exciton momentum and energy, analyze the temper-
ature and phonon-mode dependence of the ex-ph scattering processes, and accurately predict the
phonon-assisted photoluminescence. The approach introduced in this work is general and provides
a framework for investigating exciton dynamics in a wide range of materials.
Excitons are electron-hole pairs bound by the Coulomb
interaction, and have been at the center of solid-state
research for decades [1–3]. They are essential for op-
toelectronic [4–6] and quantum technologies [7–9], and
are actively investigated in materials ranging from quan-
tum dots [10] to two-dimensional semiconductors [11, 12],
organic crystals [13] and oxides [14]. Exciton dynam-
ics is probed with ultrafast optical or device measure-
ments [15–17]; theories that can shed light on microscopic
exciton processes and assist experiment interpretation
are highly sought after. However, while first-principles
methods to predict exciton binding energies, optical tran-
sitions [18, 19] and radiative lifetimes [20–23] are well es-
tablished, accurate calculations of exciton dynamics and
non-radiative processes are a research frontier.
The interaction between electrons and lattice vibra-
tions (phonons) controls the dynamics of carriers and
excitons. Recent advances have made ab initio calcula-
tions of electron-phonon (e-ph) interactions and scatter-
ing processes widespread [24], enabling studies of charge
transport [25–27] and nonequilibrium carrier dynamics
[28, 29] in materials. These methods achieve quantitative
accuracy, and can provide unprecedented microscopic in-
sight into electron dynamics. In the typical workflow
[24], one uses density functional theory (DFT) to com-
pute the electronic band structure, and density functional
perturbation theory [30] (DFPT) to compute phonon dis-
persions and the perturbation potential due to phonons.
These quantities are combined to obtain the e-ph matrix
elements [24, 31],
gmn,ν(k,q) = 〈mk+ q|∆Vνq|nk〉, (1)
which represent the probability amplitude for scattering
from an initial Bloch state |nk〉 to a final state |mk+q〉,
by emitting or absorbing a phonon with mode index ν
and wave vector q, due to the perturbation of the Kohn-
Sham potential, ∆Vνq, induced by the phonon [24].
Excitons pose new challenges to this framework, since
one can no longer study independently the scattering of
electrons or holes with phonons when the two carriers
are bound together. Rather, the challenge is to address
exciton-phonon (ex-ph) interactions, which govern exci-
ton dynamics over a wide temperature range, regulat-
ing photoluminescence linewidths, exciton diffusion and
ultrafast dynamics [32–42]. Several analytical or semi-
empirical models have been proposed for ex-ph interac-
tions [43–50]; recent work has put forward a many-body
approach but did not present numerical results [51]. To
date, rigorous first-principles calculations of ex-ph inter-
actions and dynamical processes are still missing.
In this Letter, we derive ex-ph coupling matrix ele-
ments and relaxation times within lowest-order pertur-
bation theory, and compute them from first principles in
bulk hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN). Our results show
that the ex-ph interaction can be viewed as a quantum
superposition of electron and hole scattering events with
phonons, weighted by the exciton wave function in the
transition basis. Our calculations in h-BN show a domi-
nant coupling between excitons and longitudinal optical
(LO) phonons. We find ex-ph relaxation times of or-
der 5−100 fs at 77 K; the relaxation times drop rapidly
above the LO phonon emission threshold and become
nearly temperature independent, while below the emis-
sion threshold they increase linearly with temperature.
Our study provides microscopic insight into exciton ther-
mal and dynamical processes.
We treat finite-momentum excitons within the ab ini-
tio Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) approach, writing the
BSE Hamiltonian in the transition basis (suppressing
crystal momenta for now) [18, 52]:
Hvc,v′c′ = 〈vc|H|v′c′〉 = (c − v) δvv′δcc′ +Kvc,v′c′ , (2)
where v and c are valence and conduction band indices,
v and c the respective electron energies, and Kvc,v′c′ is
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2the BSE kernel encoding the electron-hole interactions.
When computing optical processes, one usually focuses
on transverse excitons and removes the long-range part
(G= 0 component, where G is a reciprocal lattice vec-
tor) of the Hartree potential from the kernel [53, 54].
However, for ex-ph interactions, both transverse and lon-
gitudinal excitons need to be considered, so we use the
full Coulomb interaction (including the G = 0 Hartree
term) in the BSE kernel [55]. Within the Tamm-Dancoff
approximation, the exciton wave function is expanded as
|Sn〉 =
∑
vcA
Sn
vc |vc〉, and solving the BSE Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2) gives the exciton energies ESn and wave function
coefficients ASn :∑
v′c′
Hvc,v′c′A
Sn
v′c′ = E
SnASnvc . (3)
To treat the ex-ph interaction, we introduce atomic
displacements as a first-order perturbation to the BSE.
Both the transition-basis electronic wave functions and
the kernel are modified by the phonon perturbation, but
the primary effect is the change in the wave functions
(the change in the BSE kernel can be ignored to first or-
der, analogous to the GW approximation [18, 52]). The
derivation is outlined here, and given in detail in the
Supplemental Material [56]. We build the BSE using the
perturbed wave functions, express overlap terms using
first-order perturbation theory, and quantize the result-
ing Hamiltonian by introducing creation and annihilation
operators for phonons (bˆ† and bˆ) and excitons (aˆ† and aˆ).
The exciton Hamiltonian becomes:
H˜ =
∑
nQ
ESn(Q)aˆ
†
Sn(Q)
aˆSn(Q) +
∑
νq
~ωνqbˆ†νqbˆνq
+
∑
nmν,Qq
Gnmν(Q,q)aˆ†Sm(Q+q)aˆSn(Q)(bˆνq + bˆ
†
ν−q), (4)
where Q is the exciton center-of-mass momentum, Sn
and Sm label exciton states, and ν is the phonon mode
index. The second line in Eq. (4) is the ex-ph interaction,
with matrix elements [56]
Gnmν(Q,q)
=
∑
k
[∑
vcc′
A
Sm(Q+q)∗
vk,c(k+Q+q)A
Sn(Q)
vk,c′(k+Q)gc′cν(k+Q,q)
−
∑
cvv′
A
Sm(Q+q)∗
v(k−q),c(k+Q)A
Sn(Q)
v′k,c(k+Q)gvv′ν(k− q,q)
]
(5)
that quantify the probability amplitude for scattering
from an initial exciton state |Sn〉 with momentum Q to a
final state |Sm〉 with momentum Q+q due to absorption
or emission of a phonon with mode index ν and wave vec-
tor q; the e-ph coupling matrix elements, g, are defined
above in Eq. (1). This ex-ph coupling, which is pictorially
shown in Fig. 1, is a quantum superposition of electron-
and hole-phonon scattering processes, weighted by the
exciton wave functions of the initial and final states.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the exciton-phonon interaction in
Eq. (5), which can be viewed as a superposition of electron-
phonon and hole-phonon scattering events, weighted by the
wave functions of the initial and final exciton states.
Analogous to the case of e-ph interactions, we compute
the ex-ph scattering rate at temperature T , Γex−phnQ (T ),
and its inverse, the ex-ph relaxation time, τnQ(T ) =
1/ΓnQ(T ), obtaining [56]:
Γex−phnQ (T ) =
2pi
~
1
Nq
∑
mνq
|Gnmν(Q,q)|2
× [(Nνq + 1 + FmQ+q)× δ(EnQ − E′mQ+q − ~ωνq)
+(Nνq − FmQ+q)× δ(EnQ − E′mQ+q + ~ωνq)
]
, (6)
where N are phonon and F exciton (bosonic) occupation
factors, and Nq is the number of q-points [57]. In our
approach, the temperature dependence of the relaxation
times is due to the phonon and exciton occupation fac-
tors, while the exciton wave functions and energies are
computed with the BSE on a fixed atomic structure at
zero temperature.
The numerical calculations on h-BN are carried out
within the local density approximation of DFT using the
Quantum Espresso code [58]. We use norm-conserving
pseudopotentials [59, 60] and a 60 Ry kinetic energy cut-
off to compute the electronic structure (with DFT) and
lattice vibrations (with DFPT). The e-ph calculations are
carried out with the Perturbo code [61], while GW and
finite-momentum BSE calculations are carried out with
the Yambo code [62]. The same 24 × 24 × 4 Brillouin
zone grid is used for k-points (for electrons), q-points
(for phonons) and Q-points (for excitons). The ex-ph
matrix elements are computed without interpolation or
symmetry. For the ex-ph scattering rates, we use linear
interpolation to obtain the matrix elements and exciton
energies on a 120 × 120 × 20 Brillouin zone grid. Addi-
tional numerical details, phonon dispersion, and conver-
gence analysis are also provided [56].
Figure 2(a) shows the exciton band structure, defined
here as the exciton energy versus momentum dispersion
curves, along a high-symmetry line for the lowest 8 ex-
citon bands (numbered in order of increasing energy).
Overlaid to the exciton band structures are the ex-ph
relaxation times at 77 K. Our exciton band structure
agrees well with previous results [63, 64], apart from a
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FIG. 2. (a) Exciton band structure for the four lowest-energy
exciton bands, together with a log-scale color map of ex-ph re-
laxation times at 77 K. Note the drop in the relaxation times
above the LO emission threshold at 4.95 eV, which is shown
with a dashed line. (b) Average ex-ph scattering rates as a
function of exciton energy, up to 5.7 eV for three chosen ex-
citon states. The shaded region gives the standard deviation
of the momentum-dependent scattering rate at each energy.
(c) The squared ex-ph coupling strength (in arbitrary units)
for the 12 phonon modes of h-BN.
small rigid energy shift; the global minimum is located
close to a point called here Q, the halfway point between
Γ and K, which corresponds to the excitation across the
indirect electronic band gap of h-BN. Note also that in
our calculation the degeneracy between the 3rd and 4th
exciton bands at Γ is lifted due to the inclusion, differ-
ent from Refs. [63, 64], of the G = 0 Hartree term in
the BSE kernel, which splits transverse and longitudinal
excitons.
Our computed ex-ph relaxation times are of order
5−100 fs over a wide temperature range up to 300 K,
corroborating the widely used assumption that excitons
thermalize rapidly before recombining. The relaxation
times are strongly energy dependent. At 77 K, they are
of order 100 fs near the exciton energy minima, and drop
rapidly to ∼15 fs above the threshold for LO phonon
emission, located 160 meV above the exciton energy min-
ima [at exciton energy of 4.95 eV; see Fig. 2(a)]. Analysis
of the ex-ph coupling strength [Fig. 2(c)] and scattering
rate due to each individual phonon mode reveals that
above this threshold the strongest scattering channel is
the emission of an LO phonon with average energy of
160 meV [56]. Since the exciton energy minimum is at
4.8 eV, only excitons with energy greater than 4.95 eV
can emit an LO phonon and scatter to a final exciton
state, which explains the much shorter relaxation times
above the LO emission threshold. This trend is analo-
gous to the e-ph scattering rates in polar semiconductors
(e.g., GaAs), where electrons couple strongly with LO
phonons and the relaxation time drops rapidly above the
LO emission threshold [25].
Figure 2(b) shows the ex-ph scattering rates as a func-
tion of exciton energy, averaged over exciton momentum,
for exciton bands 1−3. For the lowest-energy excitons in
band 1, the scattering rate increases monotonically with
energy between 4.8−5.05 eV, with a change of slope at
4.95 eV due to the onset of LO phonon emission. We
find an LO phonon emission time of ∼15 fs for excitons
at 77 K, a value comparable to LO phonon emission times
for electrons in polar semiconductors [25]. Compared to
excitons in band 1, the scattering rate is higher at low
energy for excitons in band 2, which can emit phonons
with a range of energies and transition to band 1. Ex-
citons in band 3 exhibit a drop in the scattering rate at
5.1 eV due to the energy minima near Q with significant
energy gaps from the two lower bands.
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FIG. 3. Exciton-phonon relaxation times at 77 K, shown as
a function of exciton momentum in the Brillouin zone plane
parallel to the h-BN layers. The lower panel shows the average
coupling strength G¯n(Q) in arbitrary units, where red color
indicates stronger coupling. In both panels, the color maps
are given on a log-scale.
4The momentum dependence of the relaxation times
is controlled by the exciton band structure, which pro-
vides the phase space for scattering, and by the ex-ph
matrix elements. Figure 3 analyzes the exciton relax-
ation times (for two specific bands, 2 and 4) as a func-
tion of exciton momentum in the Brillouin zone, to-
gether with the average ex-ph coupling strength, defined
as G¯n(Q) =
∑
mνq |Gnmν(Q,q)|2. Both the ex-ph cou-
pling and relaxation times exhibit the six-fold symmetry
of h-BN. As a general trend, we find that larger coupling
strengths are associated with shorter relaxation times,
consistent with Eq. (6). The relaxation times are maxi-
mal near the exciton local energy minima at Q (and also
at Γ for band 2), where the anisotropic exciton dispersion
gives rise to ellipsoid-shaped regions in momentum space
with longer relaxation times.
Understanding how temperature affects exciton dy-
namics is crucial in experiments. Figure 4 compares the
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FIG. 4. Ex-ph scattering rate as a function of temperature
for an exciton state below (blue) and above (orange) the LO-
emission threshold. (a) The two states selected for the analy-
sis are shown in the exciton band structure. (b) The absolute
value of the scattering rates (left) and the same quantities
normalized by the scattering rate at 1 K for each state (right)
to emphasize the stronger temperature dependence for the
state below the LO emission threshold. (c) Mode-resolved
contribution to the scattering rate at 1 K, normalized by the
total rate for each state.
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FIG. 5. Comparison between the computed phonon-assisted
PL intensity (blue curve) and experimental data from Ref. [65]
(red dots). The calculated spectra were shifted and normal-
ized to match the first peak of the measured spectra.
temperature dependence of the ex-ph scattering rates for
two exciton states, one above and one below the LO-
phonon emission threshold. The scattering rate increases
monotonically from 1 to 300 K for both states, but with
rather different trends. For the state below the LO emis-
sion threshold, the scattering rate increases by over an
order of magnitude between 1−300 K, while the increase
for the state above the LO emission threshold is much
smaller, only about 10 percent over the same tempera-
ture range. We find similar trends when inspecting other
states in these two energy windows. Analysis of the con-
tributions to exciton scattering from the different phonon
modes [see Fig. 4(c)] reveals that excitons below the LO
emission threshold and close to the energy minima mainly
scatter by absorbing low-energy acoustic phonons, which
explains the strong temperature dependence. On the
other hand, at energies above the LO emission thresh-
old, scattering is dominated by LO phonon emission, a
weakly temperature dependent process with rate propor-
tional to N+1 [see Eq. (6)].
Using the ex-ph matrix elements, we can also compute
the phonon-assisted photoluminescence (PL) spectrum in
h-BN [56], obtaining results in agreement with PL exper-
iments between 8−100 K (see Fig. 5). At low tempera-
ture of 8 K, our computed PL exhibits all four peaks seen
in experiment, which correspond to LO, TO, LA and TA
phonon-assisted PL. We find dominant LO and TO peaks
due to the strong ex-ph coupling of these phonon modes.
At 100 K, the PL peak linewidths accurately match the
experimental data. Yet, the computed acoustic peaks are
too intense, and the relative LO and TO peak intensities
at 8 K (but not at 100 K) are sensitive to the broadening
used in the calculations. Additional work is needed to
fully converge these fine features of the PL spectra.
5In summary, we derived an approach for computing
the interaction between excitons and phonons and the
associated matrix elements and relaxation times. Our
calculations in h-BN reveal the dominant ex-ph cou-
pling with the LO mode, identify the threshold for LO
phonon emission and the associated ∼15 fs LO emis-
sion time, and unravel the momentum, energy and tem-
perature dependence of ex-ph scattering processes. Our
approach paves the way to quantitative studies of exci-
ton transport and ultrafast dynamics in materials with
strongly bound excitons. We plan to implement a nu-
merical scheme for real-time exciton dynamics using the
ex-ph interactions derived in this work.
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